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synopsis

I’m in the corner with the bluebells is a powerful and complex family drama that explores the little known phenomenon of genetic sexual attraction (GSA). We reveal the impact of GSA through the story of Julie, a happily married
mother who meets her half-brother for the first time at a
family gathering. Their meeting stirs unexpected emotions
in Julie and sends unwelcome ripples throughout the family.
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Ako Mitchell
biography
Ako Mitchell is an actor and film-maker. His directing debut “I'm in
the corner with the bluebells” premiered at the Toronto International
Film Festival and won Best Director at the Mica Film Festival in
Brazil. As an actor, Ako recently played “Klook” in “Klook’s Last
Stand” at London’s Park Theatre where he received an Off West
End Awards Best Actor nomination. He was “Orin the Dentist” in
“Little Shop of Horrors” at the Royal Exchange Manchester. He also
recently played esteemed British actor Lenny Henry’s brother
“Gabriel” in “Fences” in London's West End. Ako has also worked at
London’s Donmar Warehouse and played opposite Whoopi
Goldberg in Sister Act at The London Palladium. Ako’s acting
credits also include: “Pilot” in Nick Lloyd Webber’s “The Little
Prince” (Savoy Theatre); “Mitch” in “Spelling Bee” (Donmar
Warehouse); “Mufasa” in “The Lion King” (Lyceum Theatre-West
End) and “Dennis” in “Lake Placid: The Final Chapter” (Film). Ako
also co-produced the documentary film “500 Years Later”, a winner
at the LA Pan-African Film Festival, Black Berlin International
Cinema and Harlem International Film Festival.

ako mitchell

Director, Writer, Actor, Editor
What was it like acTing in a film while directing?
It was very difficult and I wouldn’t recommend trying it on your first go, but everyone
On Set was very supportive AnaD So incredibly Talented. DomINIK our DoP was really wonderful at THE START OF THE SHOOT when I was MORE on-camera. As we moved further into
the Shoot, it was much easier for me to focus on the storytelling and it was a real joy.

What was it like directing
your first fiction film?
It was such a collaborative rewarding process. Alice and I were working
with team of people we GENERALLY already had relationships with and that
made for a very WARM cohesive set. We
also had a terrific group of actors and
there was time to rehearse and discover the scenes before we started
filming. As we developed the IDEA and
script ourselves, we were very comfortable with THE story we wanted
to tell and how we wanted to tell it.

What films influenced this project?

We were very heavy into The work of John Cassavettes, Richard Linklater, and Greta Gerwig in writing this film which I hope really comes through as they
are very real, truthful, emotionally potent storytellers.

ALice bird
biography
Alice Bird is a British actress born and raised in London. She is the daughter of
engineer Bryn Bird and fashion designer June Bird. Upon seeing Alice Cry when
the stage was dismantled at her primary school, her mother enrolled her
in acting classes and Alice has not looked back since. Alice attended classes
at the Guildhall School of Music and Drama, Italia Conti, Gypt and went on to
complete a BA (hons) in Acting at Rose Bruford College. Her first television
appearance was in BBC’s “Messiah” and she went on to be a series regular in
“Footballers Wives: Extra Time”. Alice then starred in Michael Tchoubouroff’s
feature film “Diagnosis: Superstar” and had the pleasure of working alongside Bill Nighy in Richard Eyre’s “Notes on A Scandal”. Since then Alice has
played lead roles in the tv series “Push”, the stage version of Dante’s “La
Vita Nouva”, and the feature film “Picnic in Gaza”. she had the privilege of
playing the title role in “Anastasia” on stage in Bloomsbury Square before
starring in the feature film “If it Be Love” which went on to become a successful stage show. In 2013 she played lead roles in seven short films: she is
proud to have co-written and produced “I’m in the Corner with the Bluebells”;
“La Tamise”, made with renowned DP Philip Bloom, screened at the Curzon
Soho as part of the 2014 London sort film festival; “Venus and Mars” shot in
Iceland and London, screened at the Richmix cinema. Alice played opposite
Derek Jacobi in a rehearsed reading of “De Rapu Meo” and then landed a lead
role in feature film “A Reason to Leave” opposite Claire King and Mark Wingett which she recently completed filming in Italy before coming to Toronto.

What do you enjoy
about filmmaking and
producing?

I like the feeling of having a
strong central vision that has
firm roots but is flexible to
the ever evolving challenges of filmmaking. Things go
wrong but I have learned that
these are often opportunities
for growth and the things that
seem disastrous can often be
what takes a film to another
level if you allow it.

What was the
writing process
like?

For about a month or
so ako would get an
email from me every
morning titled “todays waking thought”.
Sometimes it would be
minor changes, sometimes it would be the
need to have a major
re-think. one day I literally cut the script
to pieces and put it
back in a different order. I think that day’s
waking thought read
“This might sound
crazy but...”. Ako went
with it and it’s how
the film is today. I
wouldn’t rest until it
felt right.

Alice bird

Producer, writer, actress, editor, production designer

DO you relate to
Julie?

Yes in the sense that
feelings are powerful. A battle of the
head and heart is
something that a lot
of people relate to.
doing the right thing
can be painful but
necessary in the face
of a strong connection and may leave a
mark forever. I think
the pull that people
who experience genetic sexual attraction feel embodies
that perfectly.

Alberto Maneiro

biography
Alberto Maneiro, originally from Spain, Has more than 20 years
of acting experience and has trained with teachers from Spain
(Laboratorio de William Layton), Argentina (Juan Carlos Corazza), London (Bathsheba Garnett), and New York (HB Studio).
most of his career has been in Spain, WITH leading roles IN plays
by Arthur Miller, William Shakespeare, Marguerite duras, Harold Pinter, Larry Shue, Edward Albee AND Calderón de la Barca.
Alberto also has extensive experience in Television. he
has worked in over 15 tv series in Spain, such as “Aquí
no hay quien viva” and “Cuéntame”. In the UK, he has
worked for the BBC in “River City” and “The Interceptor”.

alberto maneiro
actor

How did you prepare for the role?
Well at the beginning it was kind of shocking as I didn’t know that genetic sexual attraction
happened. We’ve heard about incest but I didn’t know that this was so common. Once we
started to research and look at websites and documentaries I found GSA to be this fascinating
thing that no one talks about it because it’s very unknown. For me it was a discovery.

You’ve had a lot of experience working in spanish
cinema and television.
What was it like working in english?
Very frightening at the beginning because of the language obviously.
It was very different and I didn’t know if I was going to be able to
perform the same as in Spanish. but thanks to Ako and Alice who
made me feel very comfortable as they are friends of mine, I felt
great. With another language you can find new emotions and it’s
very rich for an actor.

Crew overview

Director of photography Dominik Rippl has a great body of work behind him including feature film “Diagnosis: Superstar” shot on
35mm and many shorts, commercials and music videos of his own. Costume designer Johanna Elf has worked on “the look of love”,
“Peaky Blinders” and “Eastenders” and designed costumes for the feature “If it be love”. Guido Lerner regularly records music for
live music events as well as sound designing for film. Richard Tolley was 2nd AD on short film “Under the family table”, this was
his first time as 1st AD and Production assistant. Uli Blum has created her own short animations, this was her first time on a live fiction set. Rachael Nightingill studied make-up at London’s prestigious Delamar Academy and since graduation has worked on many
film and television projects. Focus puller Jake walker is also a jazz musician which we think nourishes his amazingly precise eye.
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